Ad Tech + Brands on Protest Disinfo Sites: 22-26 June
GDI has studied a selection of conspiracy stories and sites spreading disinformation about the BLM protests.

Conspiracy theories include:

- Black Lives Matter Vs. All Lives Matter.
- Systematic racism doesn’t exist.
- Race war terrorists.
- Anti-American sentiment/ The fall of democracy.

All stories found on known disinformation sites.
Ad tech serving these ads & funding these stories:

Google

Xandr

Amazon

AdSupply

Taboola

Note: Some of these companies include retargeting and data analytic companies serving the “last mile” for delivering online ads.
Brands funding these sites & stories:
Brand Advertisements

- All of these brands were found on the sites queried.
- Brand ads will vary by anyone’s data footprint & geolocation.
- Screenshots taken from locations in US, UK and Germany.
- Given EU data protections, most ads provide clickable information on the company providing ad.
- This information has been included and/or used to attribute the delivery of an ad to a specific tech company.
- The ad serving domain has been circled at the bottom of each screenshot (whenever available in the browser status bar).
ESPY Awards Feature Black Lives Matter Propaganda

By Eric Lendrum • June 22, 2020
Now That Teddy Roosevelt Is Under Attack, Here's Why Animals Must Be Next

Since the museum has already explicitly stated Roosevelt had "troubling views on race," its condemnation is not merely of the monument, but of the man.

As the vogue for continuing its crusade, pillaging cities and purging history, the next victim of the "tear it all down" impulse is Theodore Roosevelt, or at least a statue of him. But if Teddy is so problematic he must be canceled, must we also cleanse all the artifacts connected to his legacy, including thousands of animals?

The deconstructors never intended to stop at Confederate monuments, of course, and now they've found their ultimate target. For the past century, the symbol of Teddy Roosevelt's legacy has been the symbol of the conservation of wildlife. No one can even remember when he helped preserve the environment, but the idea is that he was the one who preserved the wildlife on the American frontier, and that's the image we want to preserve. The deconstructors want to make sure that image is erased, and the best way to erase it is to tear down the monument to Teddy Roosevelt.
Now That Teddy Roosevelt Is Under Attack, Here's Why Animals Must Be Next

Since the museum has already explicitly stated Roosevelt had “troubling views on race,” its condemnation is not merely of the monument, but of the man.

As the woke mob continues its crusade, pillaging cities and purging history, the next victim of the “tear it all down” impulse is Theodore Roosevelt, or at least a statue of him. But if Teddy is so problematic he must be canceled, mustn’t we also cleanse all the artifacts connected to his legacy, including thousands of animals?

The destroyers never intended to stop at Confederate monuments, of course, and now the...
Antifa Planning Flag Burning At Gettysburg On July 4th

By Jacob Engels
Published June 22, 2020 at 11:15pm
434 Comments

According to a Facebook page called Left Behind USA, Antifa domestic terrorists are planning to desecrate the Gettysburg National Cemetery and set the American Flag ablaze on Independence Day.

Gettysburg, the site of the bloodiest battle of the Civil War and on American soil, is respected and revered by every sane American. As they have demonstrated since 2016, and in particular since Antifa and BLM have fused into a violent rage mob, the modern progressive and leftist movement has lost all
I choose to fight those forces, and I sincerely hope a majority of my fellow Americans, whatever their ethnicity, will do the same.

The war has recently heated up with the travesty of Supreme Court justices Roberts's and Gorsuch's lethal blow to Judeo-Christianity and individual freedom in this country. They have decreed that sexual orientation (that is, homosexuality and transgenderism) is included in the definition of "sex" (male and female) written into current civil rights law. This decree is akin to the Court's past decree that unborn children in America can be murdered with impunity.

It is time, my fellow Americans and especially Bible Christians, to say, "We will not conform," either to racist activism or to judicial tyranny. May the God of the Universe be at our backs, because we are in a pitched battle for our survival.

Help Support American Thinker

In today's climate of political correctness and economic uncertainty, ad revenue only goes so far to keep an independent voice like AmericanThinker.com going. If you enjoy our articles, please consider supporting us with a direct contribution of as much as or as little as you can give. Your donation will ensure that we continue to bring great pieces from our outstanding columnists.
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No, America Is Not Plagued with 'Systemic Racism'
By Sylvia Thompson

I was born at the end of World War II, into the Boomer generation. At that time, there was systemic racism throughout the United States, not just in the South, as some in other parts of the country would have you believe. The country functioned under laws that divided blacks from all other ethnic groups (even other minorities; Mexicans and Asians were part of white America). My parents' generation and those who came before them experienced even more injustice than did my generation.
Black Lives Matter Does Not Care about Black Youth
By Elileen F. Toplansky

As a publicly avowed Marxist organization, Black Lives Matter (BLM) seeks to destroy the nuclear family. Its adherents aim to:

... disrupt the Western-prescribed nuclear family structure requirement by supporting each other as extended families and 'villages' that collectively care for one another. BLM also seeks to build a 'queer-affirming network' and says, '[w]hen we gather, we do so with the intention of freeing ourselves from the tight grip of heteronormative heterosexual...
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Another weekend of black lives that don't matter
By Silvio Canto, Jr.

As we watch mobs vandalize statues, a few kids will be buried in Chicago. They didn't die in an accident; rather, they were in the wrong place when the bullets started flying. One of them was riding in the car with his parent.

Chicago's "Killing Fields" go on and on.

Where is the mayor? She is angry at President Trump for everything and at a local city alderman for saying some of the businesses will never come back. They didn't in Baltimore and won't in Chicago.

This is from the Chicago Tribune:

A 3-year-old boy was shot and killed in Chicago over the weekend. Two hours later, a 13-year-old girl was shot and killed just blocks away.

Between Saturday afternoon and Sunday morning, seven people were killed, including the 3-year-old, the 13-year-old and two other teenagers.

Where is the outrage? I see some, especially from family and friends.

Where is the political class? Where are the two U.S. senators and so on?
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All Livelihoods Matter

The only way black livelihoods, or any American livelihoods, are going to be uplifted is when black and white workers find common ground and work together to reject the agenda of the global Left.

By Edward Ring • June 23, 2020

https://www.amazon.com/adprefs/ref=cs_aap_3473342730701
The Revolt Against the American Order

Progressive theorists, statesmen, and theologians embraced a notion that material and spiritual fulfillment can be found in and through the good graces of the state. It represented, in theory and practice, a stunning transformation of American politics, morality, and constitutionalism.

By Bradley C.S. Watson • March 21, 2020
Bubba Wallace: Jussie Smollett on Wheels

As predicted by everyone with an IQ above 70, the racist noose found in Bubba Wallace’s NASCAR garage was yet another hate hoax. Via Fox News:

"The FBI has completed its investigation at Talladega Superspeedway and determined that Bubba Wallace was not the target of a hate crime," NASCAR said in a release after the findings. "The FBI report concludes, and photographic evidence confirms, that the garage door pull rope fashioned like a noose had been positioned there since as early as last fall."

Wallace was assigned this garage just last week. The garage next door has a "noose" too.

They literally launched a federal investigation over a piece of string used to pull down a garage door, on the grounds that a Person of Politically Preferred Pigmentation whimpered that it oppressed him. That’s how privileged some people are.

Wallace finishes dead last in terms of originality. The discovered noose game has been played into the ground. For other comical examples, see here, here, here, here, and here.

Since Wallace has revealed himself to be a crybully jackass with no credibility, NASCAR should laugh off his arrogant demand that Confederate flags be banned on his command.

Wallace can look at the bright side. The moonbats at Sports Illustrated and ESPN will probably...
Black Lives Matter Needs To Care About All Black Lives, Not Just The Few Ended By Police

Positing that “Black Lives Matter” is such an obvious fact that repeating it sounds banal. Only an outright racist would question this premise. Therefore, the frequent “All Lives Matter” retort of critics often inflames the sensibilities of activists, with many in the BLM movement find this assertion objectionable on the basis that it misinterprets their message. The phrase “Black Lives Matter” is not a declaration that other lives are unimportant, activists say, but an affirmation that black lives are worth protecting.

Activists usually invoke the controversial killings of black men by the police to argue that black lives are treated as insignificant in America. But while footage depicting black men shot by police may draw raw emotions, such cases are extremely rare.

Although protestng police brutality is entirely legitimate, the BLM movement is built on the specious claim that as a result of systemic racism, black men are disproportionately killed by the police. So, by mischaracterizing the problem as “systemic racism,” the BLM movement will ultimately fail in its pursuit to save black lives.
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No, America Is Not Plagued with 'Systemic Racism'

By Sylvia Thompson

I was born at the end of World War II, into the Boomer generation. At that time, there was systemic racism throughout the United States, not just in the South, as some in other parts of the country would have you believe.

The country functioned under laws that divided blacks from all other ethnic groups (even other minorities; Mexicans and Asians were part of white America). My parents generation and those who came before them experienced even more injustice than did my generation.

https://americanthinker.com/articles/2020/06/no_america_is_not_plagued_with_systemic_racism.html
BREAKING: Radical Leftists Attempt to Install ‘Black House Autonomous Zone’ in DC

By Cassandra Fairbanks
Published June 22, 2020 at 7:02pm
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Antifa Planning Flag Burning At Gettysburg On July 4th
Now That Teddy Roosevelt Is Under Attack, Here’s Why Animals Must Be Next

Since the museum has already explicitly stated Roosevelt had ‘troubling views on race,’ condemnation is not merely of the monument, but of the man.
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Petition Circulating to Rename Columbus Ohio After Guy Fieri

By Eric Lendrum • June 22, 2020

In the latest efforts by the Left to erase American history, an online petition is circulating demanding that the capital city of Ohio, Columbus, is renamed “Flavortown” after the signature catchphrase of television personality Guy Fieri.
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